BENEFITS AND SERVICE

Benefits:
- Quick and intense improvement of German language skills up to a C1 level according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR)
- Minimization of any initial problems in the first semester by repeating, brushing up and deepening basic knowledge in various technical subjects
- Acquisition of important studying and scientific working methods
- Help in choosing the appropriate subject of study
- Success during the standard period of study (helps to save time and money)
- Getting acquainted with life and culture in Germany

Service, which is available free of charge to all students of the university:
- Academic counseling and assistance with the application process for a degree program
- University sports, university choir, student clubs, etc.
- Cultural events and excursions
- Apartment search
- Library
- Campus canteen

CONTACT

Tanja Mertadana
+49 (0)991 3615-217
tanja.mertadana@th-deg.de

Antonia Gruber
+49 (0)991 3615-274
antonia.gruber@th-deg.de

www.facebook.com/groups/1413218318925358
Let's get started is a preparatory semester for international applicants.

Prerequisites:
- University entrance qualification
- German language level minimum: completed A2 Level according to the CEFR
  Proof required!

Target group and course description:
Let's get started is designed for international applicants, who hold the university entrance qualification, but do not yet have enough German knowledge for university admission in Germany.

The goal of the program is to prepare students for undergraduate studies (in a technical field) in Germany; whereby, emphasis is placed on the subject German as a Foreign Language. In addition to linguistic and technical language knowledge, the program provides students with the necessary technical skills as well as basics in the core subjects of Mathematics, Physics and Information Technology. The program is also open to students interested in studying business.

The goal is to eliminate (technical) language deficits and to pass the TestDaF examination, which is the officially recognized examination required by all German universities. It is, at the same time, a prerequisite for study in the German language.

Courses:
- German as a Foreign Language (DaF), with more than 500 lessons* in the morning
- DaF tutorials with over 80 lessons in the afternoon
- Technical tutorials in block lectures
  - 30 lessons of Mathematics
  - 30 lessons of Physics
  - 30 lessons of IT

Workshops:
- Intercultural training and team building
- "Study with success" (techniques on time management and scientific working methods)

*1 lesson = 45 minutes